Why did you love Beer?

delight, no help is now missing

Some people drink beer at mealtimes, as a primer aid to digestion.
Many drink it at breakfast, as the first aid to sleep. The axiom and adage that
caused digestive disturbance, the chief cause of insomnia. The hero cured the nerves.
The hero prospectoe from the island from Russia
But the millenium drank it for its sparkle, flavor, foam and soon. The height of hum
ordinarily deserved beer.
All told, you, all these help reveals to
I'll have you. And they are better than the old.

You are not deprived

After Special Brew is better than our old brews. And we brewed the best.
It is brewed by the same expert brewers, the same recipe and the same
On the finest barley malt, and the same

We use a line process, nowhere improved.
The products in quality rivalled, not

When the barley malt is dried, the characteristic, the tender, the best, the
It is aged, as old a drop, for months.
The temper is sterilized before filling.
We treat the water, to match the flavor of innumerable brews.
As the beer has a better body, and less loss than the Special Brew. We

Forget the alcohol

Beer is in beer was always a minor factor. If you were served Atlantic Special Brew, it
You would not discover a difference.
So the idea that you must turn to foreign beers, or to other simulacra, is a myth.
All this beer brought to you in delight or help of your

Atlantic Special Brew is supplied by our

enterprise of the

Brewing Company, 2100 Blue Island Avenue, Chicago, II. Every Pint Can
Cerve 00 or Reprint 009.

ATLAS

Special Brew

EACH BOTTLE CERTIFIED

Why not enjoy style with protection

Firestone felt fasteners are the best protection

Firestone Footwear Company

300 South Pacific Street

PARFUM ET POURDE

LES POIS DE SENTEUR DE CHEZ MOI

CARON PARIS